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Abstract

The phenomenon of high-temperature superconductivity (HTSC) is one of the most
intensively studied ones in the modern condensed matter physics. The initial drive to
produce a room-temperature superconductor led to the discovery of completely new
physics, that can not be explained by the existing theories. This includes not only the
properties of HTSC materials in the superconducting state but in the normal stat.e
as well. I fact, much of the current research effort is aimed at the understanding of
the unconventional normal-state properties of HTSC materials, in a hope that this
understanding will unlock the mystery of the superconductivity phenomenon.

The superconducting transition temperature of a HTSC material can be changed
by chemical doping. While at the initial stages of the HTSC research the research
effort was focused on the so-called"optimal" doping regime, the one with a highest su
perconducting transition temperature, recently attention has begun shifting towards
the whole doping range.

The work, results of which are presented in this thesis, is aimed at the under
standing of the doping dependence of the optical properties of the high-temperature
superconducting materials. In particular, we are interested in the infrared energy
range since it provides a wealth of information about the low-energy electronic exci
tations. Mostly the normal-state properties were studied. Several materials studied
in this work allowed us to cover the whole metallic doping range of HTSC. The Inain
emphasis of the work presented in this thesis is, however, the "overdoped" regime,
where the transition temperature decreases as the material becomes a better Inetal.
This part of the HTSC phase diagram was largely ignored before. We believe there
fore, that the new results, presented in this thesis, are an important contribution to
the general effort in the field of high-temperature superconductivity research.
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Preface

This thesis is a result of the author's experimental work in the field of optical spec
troscopy of high-temperature superconductivity phenomenon. As any experiInental
work, it involved an extensive collaboration with other research groups. Below we
briefly list the people who participated in the work, as well as their personal contri
bution.

The material presented in chapter 2 is based on the original work by A.V.
Puchkov, P. Fournier, T. Timusk, and N.N. Kolesnikov [Puchkov96c)). The infrared
optical measurements were performed by A.V. Puchkov and T. Timusk, the Bi2212
single crystals were grown by P. Fournier and Tl2201 single crystals were grown by
N.N. Kolesnikov. The text of the paper was written by A.V. Puchkov.

The work presented in chapter 3 is a part of a broader review article entitled
"Pseudogap state in high-Tc Superconductors: an Infrared Study" by A.V. Puchkov,
D.N. Basov, and T. Timusk. [Puchkov96d] While the manuscript was in a pro
cess of refereeing at the time of writing this thesis, no copyright transfer has been
made. The author of this thesis performed reflectivity measurements on Bi2212,
(Bi/Pb)2212, and Tl2201 materials. The measurements on Y123 and Y124 lllaterials
were performed by D.N. Basov and are reproduced in this thesis, with permission
of D.N. Basov and appropriate annotation, to give a reader a broader view on the
subject.

Chapter 4 consists of two articles, one has been published in Physical Review
B [Puchkov95c] and another one [Puchkov96aJ is to appear in Physical Review B 54,
p. 6686, 1996. The work was done in collaboration with a research group froln the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The single crystals of BI{BO at differ
ent doping levels were grown by P.D. Han and D.A. Payne, while the ellipsollletric
measurements were performed by M.A. Karlow and S.L. Cooper.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Optical Properties of Solids

1.1.1 Maxwell's equations and the dielectric function

Since this topic is described in detail in several publications, [Ashcroft76, Kittel86,

Wooten72, Landau84] for the reader's convenience, we will only reproduce the essen

tial highlights of the theory.

We start with Maxwell's equations in macroscopic form (in Gaussian units):

v·f -

fixE

V·E

fixE

41rp

1aE----
c at

- 0

_ ~at + 41f I,
c at c

(1.1 )

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

where E and E are the electric and magnetic fields respectively, p and J are respec

tively the total charge and current densities and c is the speed of light in a VaCUUlll.

There are two contributions to the charge density p. The first one is due to

polarization of the medium in the presence of an electro-magnetic field and is given

by -V· P, where P is the dipole moment per unit volume. The second one is a

contribution due to external charges, pext.

The local current density consists of four contributions: (i) The electric current
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aftjat due to the time-dependence of the polarization ft in the presence of tinle

varying electric field; (ii) the magnetic induction current, given by c(V x 1\4) where

1\4 is the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume; (iii) the electric current due to

the conduction electrons, Jcond = O'dcE, where O'dc is the dc conductivity; and (iv)

external current sources.

We will first consider the quasistatic case of a slowly varying electromagnetic

field, so that the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation is small compared to

the characteristic relaxation frequencies of the processes that determine the electrical

and nlagnetic polarization of a media. In this case we can introduce the following

definitions:

jj = E+47rP = fE,
-f"" .... 1 .....

H = B - 47rA1 = -B
J.l

(1.5)

(1.6)

where constants € and f.t are the static dielectric constant and the magnetic penne

ability, respectively. Assuming no external charges, we arrive at the set of Maxwell's

equations for an isotropic material!:

.... .....
(1.7)\7. €E - 0

.....

VXE J.LaH
(1.8)- ---

c at
V.JLii - 0 (1.9)

vxii - ~ BE + 47rO'dc E. (1.10)
c at c

Using the Maxwell's equation and the vector identity

(1.11)

we obtain the wave equations:

1In an anisotropic material J.t, f and (J'de are replaced by the corresponding tensors
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(1.12)

(1.13)

We now look for a solution to Eqs. 1.12,1.13 with time dependence exp( -iwt):

'M2E~ w
2

( .47rO"dC)E-
-y = -J..l e+z--

c2 w
M2H- w

2
( .47rO"dC)H-

-y = -J..l f+Z-- .
c2 w

(1.14)

(1.15)

Since V .£ = 0 and V . jj = 0, the solution of Eqs. 1.14,1.15 is necessarily

transverse, that is the directions of the electrical and magnetic fields are always

perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

In the low-frequency limit there is a distinction between an insulator and a

metal. In case of an insulator O"dc = 0 and Eq. 1.14 reduces to the following: 2

- \72£ = w2 J..l€ E. (1.16)
c2

This is the equation for an electromagnetic wave propagating in a non- ab-

sorbing medium. One can see that the velocity of the wave is given by v = c(f/-l) -1/2.

Let us now consider the case of electromagnetic fields of frequencies high

enough to be comparable to the relaxation frequencies in the medium, and the cor

responding dispersion effects for feW) and /.l(w). To begin with, it is obvious that

at extremely high frequencies, when the wavelength of an electromagnetic wave, A,

becomes comparable to the interatomic distances in a material, a, the macroscopic

description in terms of e and /-l becomes invalid. Still, there is always a large fre

quency range where, on the one hand, dispersion phenomena are important, and, on

the other hand, the macroscopic description is valid. For example, the fastest relax

ation time in solids is electronic, with a characteristic time of the order of a/Vel where

Ve is a typical electronic speed. However, since ve«c, the corresponding wavelength

Arvac/ve is still much larger than a.

2From now on we will only show equations for E since equations for ii are similar
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Unlike feW), the magnetic permeability J.L(w) loses its physical meaning al

ready at relatively low frequencies. Without elaborating, we state that taking into

account deviations of J.L(w) from 1 at optical frequencies is, strictly speaking, unjus

tified [Landau84].

In the limit discussed in the previous paragraph, and assuming that the field

intensity is small enough so that relation between D and B is linear, we can write:

D(t) = B(t) + 1000

f( r)B(t - r)dr. (1.17)

Here fer) is determined by the medium. After a Fourier transform we arrive

at:

D - f(w)E,

feW) - 1 + 10
00

f(r)e iWT dr

(1.18)

(1.19)

Therefore, if the frequency of the incident electromagnetic wave is comparable

to the relaxation frequencies in the medium, f in Maxwell's equations must be replaced

by feW). The feW) is in principle complex: feW) = fl(W) + iE2(W), From the Eq. 1.19

one can immediately see that:

(1.20)

Therefore, while the real part of feW) is even, the imaginary part is odd.

In the limit of low frequencies compared to the onset of a dispersion, and if f(w)

is a smooth function, feW) can be expanded in powers of w. 3 The expansion of El(W)

contains only even powers while expansion of f2(W) contains only odd powers. III a

dielectric material, fleW) approaches the static dielectric constant, f, while expansion

of f2(W) starts in principle from a term proportional to w.

One can consider f(W) at low frequencies in conductors as welL However, in

this case, to preserve the form of Eq. 1.16, an additional imaginary term i47r0'(lc!W,

30bviously, this is not true if f{W) has a singularity at the energy corresponding to the beginning
of dispersion. Such is the case of a van Hove singularity in a joint density of states for an interband
transition where, in a simplest case, f2{W)"""(W - Eg )1/2 at W > Eg and f2{W) = 0 at W< E g where
Eg is the interband gap energy. [Lynch85]




























































































































































































































